Re: [EXTERNAL] - Appuntament psikjatrija
From: Cassar David at Health-Mental Health Services (david.cassar@gov.mt)
To:

nnnnnnn.nnnnn@yahoo.com

Date: Wednesday, November 13, 2019, 10:58 AM GMT+1

Ghaziza Ms Aaaaa,
Jekk joghgbok cempel 21376360 San Giljan jew 21238577 il-Belt
Tislijiet
Dr David Cassar
Consultant Psychiatrist
Department of Psychiatry, Department of Health, Malta
Secretary: (00356) 2330 4155

From: nnnnnnn.nnnnn@yahoo.com <nnnnnnn.nnnnn@yahoo.com>
Sent: 11 November 2019 17:36:07
To: Cassar David at Health-Mental Health Services
Subject: [EXTERNAL] - Appuntament psikjatrija

Psikjatra David Cassar,
Xtaqt insaqsik fejn u meta sservi privatament ghax xtaqt nigi nkellmek.
Grazzi u tislijiet,
Aaaaaaaaaa Aaaaa

English translation:
- Question: Wanted to ask you where and when you serve privately as I would like to come to
talk to you.
- Psychiatrist David Cassar: Please phone 21376360 St. Julians or 21238577 Valletta
Note how for the corrupt he is as confirmed by this email, when asked on email address
david.cassar@gov.mt of his supposed full time job with the Government paid by the taxpayer,
regarding where he serves privately, his insatiable greed for money made him forget that in this
role he is obliged to devote his working hours to the service of his employer the Government,
he shouldn’t even have replied to this email not related to his work (note the word “External” in
the Subject of the email generated extra by the Government email server to serve as an alert to
the recipient), or at most inform the enquirer of the services he offers with the Government (is
he indicating that the service he offers with the Government are of much lower quality than
when sought privately?), and use other means, at his expense and when not on his workplace,
to advertise his private practice where anyone interested can easily find. Of course don’t expect
the authorities to take any action against him on this (they will invent all excuses to excuse him)

but I assure you if you had done something similar yourself a mere mortal it would have been a
totally different story (they take all drastic actions to set an example).
Once again, if you are that mentally ill to go seek the services of a Psychiatrist, please
remember not to take an empty wallet with you (let us say that maybe I am referring in
particular to the expenses of pills he prescribes you, for even the clinic / pharmacist wants his
share) and of course expect him to suggest you to go see him again and again (and again bring
that wallet). It is my advice, I may be wrong, but if you are passing through a difficult time,
rather than seek Psychiatric help and risk experience yourself the racket of abuses behind this
so fake profession, why not first attempt to adopt an animal, in particular some cat, and you will
be astonished how much it fills your life and home with joy. If you dislike the presence of an
animal, it may be worthwhile to go ruin your life and your wallet at the hands of a Psychiatrist.
But in the long run I am convinced you will regret it.
Find out more about my so dreadful experience with Psychiatry on:
https://www.smashyouagainstthewall.com/

